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Apparent Vertical Moho Offsets under Continental Strike-Slip

Faults from Lithology Contrasts in the Seismogenic Crust

by Vera Schulte-Pelkum and Yehuda Ben-Zion

Abstract We demonstrate that observed contrasts of upper crustal structures across
large continental strike-slip faults are sufficient to produce artificial vertical Moho
offsets of several kilometers in studies using laterally homogenous models. This can
have significant impact on efforts to understand how the observed surface displace-
ment is accommodated in the deep crust. An existing hypothesis that continental
strike-slip faults extend as discrete narrow features through the entire crust rests partly
on inferred vertical Moho offsets across the faults based on teleseismic converted
wave (receiver function) studies. However, such studies typically do not account for
the juxtaposition of different structures across the faults, which can lead to significant
(e.g., 10%) contrasts of seismic velocities in the upper crust. Observed profiles of
velocity contrasts across faults can bias images of the deep structure to the extent
where a large (>5 km)Moho offset can be purely apparent rather than real. Constrain-
ing the existence and size of true vertical Moho offsets below continental strike-slip
faults thus require calculations that account for the across-fault lithology contrasts.
Accurate results on the geometry of Moho across faults can have important implica-
tions for lithospheric deformation, crustal tomography, strain localization and parti-
tioning in the crust, continental rheology, and geodynamics.

Introduction

Continental transform faults can have tens to hundreds
of kilometers of displacement across very narrow (sub m)
fault zones in the shallow crust (e.g., Chester et al., 1993;
Sibson, 2003; Rockwell and Ben-Zion, 2007). The geometry
and strain localization of several continental strike-slip faults
are now reasonably well resolved in the seismogenic zone,
where local seismicity can be used for fault imaging (e.g.,
Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1998; McGuire and Ben-
Zion, 2005; Lin et al., 2007). It is more difficult to resolve
fault properties below the brittle–ductile transition, where
one has to rely mostly on surface wave and teleseismic body
wave data. Neither surface wave dispersion nor teleseismic
travel time tomography are sufficiently sensitive to velocity
discontinuities to be used for tracing deep fault structures.

Teleseismic converted waves (receiver functions) pro-
vide a popular method for imaging discontinuities in
shear-wave velocity. The presence or absence of a vertical
offset in the Moho across a fault has been used as a proxy
for inferring whether a discrete narrow zone of deformation
continues throughout the crust (e.g., Stern and McBride,
1998; Zhu, 2000; Wittlinger et al., 2004), or distributed de-
formation occurs over a wider diffuse zone in the lower crust
(e.g., Wilson et al., 2004; Pedrera et al., 2010). However, the

observable given by typical receiver functions is the time dif-
ference between a teleseismic P arrival and the converted
phase from incident P to S wave at a deep shear velocity
contrast (e.g., Moho). Converting delay time to Moho depth
requires knowledge of the P and S velocities in the crust.

Large continental strike-slip faults are likely to separate
different crustal blocks. In several places sharp contrasts
have been imaged as extending to the bottom of the seis-
mogenic zone, by using head waves that refract along fault
bimaterial interfaces (e.g., Ben-Zion and Malin, 1991;
McGuire and Ben-Zion, 2005; Bulut et al., 2012). Tomo-
graphic studies also reveal clear property contrasts across
large strike-slip faults (e.g., Roecker et al., 2006; Thurber
et al., 2006; Tape et al., 2009). Strong upper crustal velocity
contrasts can distort images of deep structure significantly
when they are unknown or not taken into account explicitly.

A standard receiver function technique is the common
conversion point (CCP) stack, where receiver function ampli-
tudes are projected along ray paths in an assumed velocity
model. Whereas a depth migration using 3D VP and VS mod-
els is possible, typically fixed crustal VP and VP=VS

ratios are assumed to calculate depth when making CCP and
similar receiver function profiles (e.g., Zhu, 2000; Wilson
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et al., 2004; Yan and Clayton, 2007; Porter et al., 2011).
Biases in Moho topography from receiver functions, when
used as an a priori input for tomographic inversions, intro-
duce a compounded bias in tomographic results (Tian et al.,
2007). Other methods that stack Moho reverberations in re-
ceiver functions to resolve the velocity-depth trade-off (Zhu
and Kanamori, 2000; Kumar and Bostock, 2008; Helffrich
and Thompson, 2010) may suffer biases from lateral hetero-
geneity and unmodeled sediment reverberations.

Some of the most studied examples in the debate on the
depth extent of strike-slip faults are in California, in particu-
lar the San Andreas fault (SAF) system (Zhu, 2000; Fuis
et al., 2001; Thornton and Zhou, 2008; Ryberg et al., 2010).
Figure 1 shows variations of surface shear velocities in
California as a proxy for changes in the shallow sedimentary
cover. Receiver function estimates of Moho depth are
affected by sedimentary cover as well as by upper crustal
velocity variations, both of which show significant contrasts
across faults (e.g., Ben-Zion et al., 1992; Wills and Clahan,
2006; Tape et al., 2009). In the following we use available
high-resolution velocity models for sections of the San
Andreas and San Jacinto faults with clear across-fault varia-
tions. We use the shallow models to estimate possible biases
in Moho depth that result from ignoring the observed lithol-
ogy contrasts over the seismogenic depth section.

The velocity-depth trade-off is a well-known problem in
receiver function interpretation. Given the recent advances in
imaging across-fault velocity contrasts, our intent is to quan-
tify the depth bias introduced by such known contrasts in
order to determine whether they impact traditional imaging
at Moho depths significantly or not. We deliberately use a
simple modeling approach (two 1D models joined at the
fault) to estimate first-order possible effects on imaged depth.
Various additional effects may be introduced by unmodeled
processes such as attenuation in sediments and scattering by
the fault, but those will be dependent on details of parame-
terization, geometry, and modeling technique and are of
second order compared to the fundamental question of depth
bias while migrating the Moho conversion to depth.

Method

We use determined velocity models from two opposite
sides of the fault locations indicated in Figure 1 (yellow cir-
cles). The first location is on the SAF south of Hollister in
central California, and the second is on the San Jacinto fault
zone (SJF) between Hemet and Anza in southern California.
We create synthetic CCP profiles perpendicular to the faults
by calculating synthetic seismograms for separate 1D
models on the opposite sides of each fault, produce receiver
functions, and combine those in CCP stacks.

In a depth profile produced by CCP stacking, rays are
projected onto a vertical plane connecting the stations.
Similar to tomography, crossing rays are required for full
illumination of a 2 or 3D structure. The 1D approximation
for calculations of the synthetic seismograms is representa-

tive for the SAF and SJF locations used here because of the
orientation of the major faults relative to the teleseismic
event distribution (Fig. 1, inset). Most of the seismicity illu-
minates the faults at near fault-parallel angles, with incidence
from the northwest and southeast (circum-Pacific and
Central/South American seismicity, respectively). The only
fault-perpendicular illumination is from the southwest
Pacific subduction zones and is steeply incident, with no
available crossing rays from the northeast. Nevertheless, to
assess the generality of our results to other locations, we also
calculate a maximum width of cross-fault illumination for
an ideal case with complete ray coverage in azimuth and
distance ranges.

For the SAF location, we take the VP models published
for the southeast and northwest sides of the fault based on
inversion of observed fault zone head and direct P waves
(fig. 10 of Lewis et al., 2007). This location has a several
kilometers-thick sediment layer on the northeast side of the
fault that is not present on the southwest side (Fig. 1). The

Figure 1. Topography (shading), surface shear velocity (color;
average shear velocity in top 30 m, from Wills and Clahan, 2006;
shown as proxy for sediment cover), and faults (black lines) in
California. Yellow circles are locations of velocity models immedi-
ately southwest and northeast of faults used in Figures 2 and 3.
Green circle is location of vertical Moho offset inferred in a pre-
vious study (Zhu, 2000). Yellow triangles mark 10 seismic stations
whose teleseismic P distribution is shown in inset. The inset has a
rose histogram of back azimuths for P receiver functions (number of
usable quality receiver functions per five-degree back-azimuthal
bin) for 5 years of data at the indicated stations. Green lines show
range of fault-parallel and fault-perpendicular orientations of San
Jacinto fault zone and San Andreas fault in the fault segments of
interest. Blue portions of histogram show number of receiver func-
tions that have a slowness less than 0:055 s=km (steep incidence);
red portions of histogram indicate receiver functions with greater
slowness (shallow incidence). The rays from the southwest are
steeply incident and no seismicity exists to the northeast, so illumi-
nation of the faults with crossing rays is nearly nonexistent.
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models have a maximum depth of 15 km. We conservatively
continue them from 15 km down to an assumed Moho depth
of 30 km with the same velocity on both sides of the fault
(Fig. 2c). The VS and density values are obtained from VP

using the scaling relations of Brocher (2005, eqs. 1 and 6).
We calculate synthetic seismograms for this example using
the ray-based code of Frederiksen and Bostock (2000) that
offers the option of turning reverberations off (Fig. 2a) or on
(Fig. 2b). We use a pulse width of 0.75 s, comparable to
commonly used frequencies in receiver function analysis.

The velocity profiles (Fig. 2c) from Lewis et al. (2007)
utilize head waves that refract along the fault, so in this sense
the profiles are high-resolution images of the across-fault
contrast, but they are also fairly simple in having four
constant-velocity layers. For the SJF location (Fig. 3), we
use travel-time tomographic images of Allam and Ben-Zion
(2012) for VP and VS to 28-km depth (Fig. 3c), and a reflec-

tivity code (Randall, 1994) to calculate synthetic seismo-
grams, with the same pulse width as in the ray-based code
for the SAF location. The velocity models of Allam and
Ben-Zion (2012) include more details on variations along
strike and with depth than the simple layer model of Lewis
et al. (2007), but they probably represent smeared lower
bound results on the velocity contrast across the fault. In con-
trast to the SAF example, the SJF models lack a significant
one-sided sediment layer.

For all three sets of synthetic receiver functions, CCP
stacks are calculated assuming a constant bulk crustal VP

of 6:4 km=s and VP=VS ratio of 1.75 everywhere; these
values are standard in CCP processing and were used for
profiles across the SAF by Zhu (2000) and Porter et al.
(2011). The resulting apparent Moho offsets are not very
sensitive to the choice of the constant VP and VS used in
CCP stacking.
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Figure 2. (a) Synthetic CCP profile perpendicular to the fault at 0 km (thick black line, continued as dotted line at depths without input
velocity contrast), calculated with synthetic seismograms using a ray-based 1D method (Frederiksen and Bostock, 2000), with reverberations
not modeled (cf. b). The used velocity models are VP immediately southwest (left) and northeast (right) of the San Andreas fault (SAF) south
of Hollister (Lewis et al., 2007; northern yellow circle in Fig. 1), and VS and density scaled from VP using Brocher (2005). CCP stacking with
the common assumption of constant bulk crustal velocities, without accounting for across-fault velocity variations, leads to an apparent 7 km
offset in the Moho (white bar, Moho depths picked shown as dashed white lines). Triangles show assumed station locations. Color scale is
ratio of radial to vertical amplitude in percent; example receiver functions, corrected to vertical incidence, are shown as thin blue lines on each
side of the fault. Pairs of thin black lines on each side of the fault show incidence angle ranges of phases converted from P to S at the true
model Moho (steepest and shallowest possible ray within teleseismic P range). The horizontal distance traveled by the ray from an assumed
conversion depth can be used to estimate the maximum range of disruption of the image by fault-crossing rays if ray paths perpendicular to
the fault trace are available. (b) Same as (a), but with reverberations turned on in synthetics. The negative (blue) multiple (reflected once off
the free surface with one P and two S legs) interferes with the true Moho arrival near ∼35-km apparent depth. The preceding prominent
2P� 1S sediment multiple may be picked as the Moho, leading to an apparent Moho offset of ∼5 km (arrival is peaked at contrast depth).
(c) Velocity models used: blue—southwest, red—northeast, solid line—VP, dashed—VS; (d) VP=VS for southwest (blue), northeast (red).
The calculations assume conservatively no contrast below 15 km.
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Results

The CCP stack for the SAF example without reverbera-
tions (Fig. 2a) illustrates the distortion on the 30-km deep
Moho due to the differences in upper crustal velocity struc-
ture across the fault. The Moho appears more than 7.5 km
deeper on the northeast side of the fault than on the south-
west side. When reverberations are added (Fig. 2b), the
Moho arrival on the northeast side of the fault is nearly can-
celed by a negative sediment reverberation (2 S and 1 P legs
in the crust), and the dominant arrival near the expected
Moho depths is a preceding positive sediment reverberation
(2 P and 1 S leg). This may be picked as the apparent Moho,
leading to an apparent opposite sense vertical Moho offset of
5 km. The broadening of the apparent Moho arrival can bias
estimates of the sharpness of the velocity transition across the
Moho. Sediment reverberation amplitudes would be muted if
attenuation and lateral thickness variations were to be added
to the modeling; however, this would also affect the Moho
conversion amplitude.

Figure 2a,b also shows converted shear-wave ray-path
ranges for the ideal case of complete teleseismic P distance
range coverage and hypothetical fault-perpendicular inci-
dence for the velocity model on each side of the fault. The

maximum horizontal range of overlapping ray paths across
the fault, where distortions from the fault interface may affect
the image, is ∼20 km at Moho depth and ∼10 km for a
contrast reaching down to 15-km depth given ideal station
placement.

The SJF example demonstrates Moho distortion result-
ing from gradual velocity variations without a significant
one-sided sediment layer as in the SAF example (Fig. 3).
The CCP stack from the full waveform synthetic receiver
functions (including reverberations) shows an apparent ver-
tical offset of 3.5 km despite the uniform input Moho depth
of 28 km.

Figure 4a presents the apparent vertical Moho offset as a
function of the thickness of an unmodeled low VP and high
VP=VS ratio layer (sediment cover is used as an example).
Figure 4b shows the apparent Moho offset due to a bias in
the average crustal VP or VP=VS. Realistic perturbations give
rise to significant apparent Moho offsets in all cases.

Discussion and Conclusions

The question of whether continental strike-slip faults cut
through the Moho has wide-ranging implications for litho-
spheric rheology and dynamics. Proposed models include
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Figure 3. (a) Fault-perpendicular synthetic CCP profile (fault at 0 km) calculated for contrasting tomographic VP and VS models with
velocity gradients (Allam and Ben-Zion, 2012) across the San Jacinto fault (SJF) between Anza and Hemet (southern yellow circle in Fig. 1).
Legend same as in Figure 2. In comparison to Figure 2 based on simple layered structure, the gradients in these models lead to a less sharp
contrast. Here both VP and VS are derived from local P and S arrivals rather than assuming a VP scaling. Synthetics including reverberations
were calculated with a reflectivity code (Randall, 1994). Input Moho was set to 28-km depth on both sides of the fault; standard CCP
processing as for Figure 2a,b leads to an apparent 3.5 km Moho offset. Color scale is radial to vertical amplitude in percent. (b) Velocity
models used: blue—southwest, red—northeast; solid line—VP, dashed—VS; (c) VP=VS for southwest (blue), northeast (red).
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that (1) such faults sole out into a decollement near the
brittle–ductile transition within the crust in thin-skinned
tectonics settings (e.g., Laubscher, 2010); (2) deformation
continues into the lower crust but in a broad diffuse zone
of deformation (e.g., Wilson et al., 2004); (3) localized faults
(a few kilometers wide at most) cut through the entire crust or
even the entire lithosphere including the lithospheric mantle
(e.g., Meyer et al., 1998). Recent observations of tremor and
low-frequency earthquakes near Parkfield on the SAF show
sources close to Moho depths that tend to line up subparallel
to the fault, with lateral offsets of a few to 14 km horizontal
distance to the surface trace of the fault depending on the
location technique (Shelly et al., 2009; Ryberg et al., 2010);
the tremor locations suffer from the same bias due to shallow
velocity structure as discussed here.

Some surface exposures of deep crustal strike-slip zones
show single narrow (∼5 km) mylonite zones with >100 km
displacement at midcrustal depths (Dumond et al., 2008).
In contrast, exhumed lower crust shows in places broad
(∼50 km) shear zones consisting of multiple narrow (∼5 km)
shear bands separating blocks with little internal deformation,
suggesting wide zones of distributed shear (Williams et al.,
2000; Dumond et al., 2010, S2 fabric therein). In both of these
examples, the fault geometry in the brittle crust above is un-
known, although generally shear localization tends to increase
with decreasing temperature (e.g., Kaus and Podlachikov,
2006).

Geophysical imaging of present-day deep fault structure
remains somewhat inconclusive to date, not the least due to
the effects illustrated quantitatively in this study. Gravity
may be added to support interpretations of Moho structure
(e.g., Zhu, 2000; Salmon et al., 2011). Although the magni-
tude of a Bouguer anomaly caused by a sedimentary basin is
comparable to that of a thickened crust and its sign is the
same, its lateral gradient should be steeper for a shallower
density contrast than for a deep contrast. Sediment thickness
contrasts above a possible Moho step (Zhu, 2000) may still
complicate gravity interpretation.

An alternative H-κ stacking method for estimating
Moho depth (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000) uses reverberations
to reduce the velocity-depth trade-off. It may be applicable to
imaging Moho offsets in cases where seismicity is distribu-
ted such that rays illuminate the fault from both sides and
lateral heterogeneity away from the fault is minor. In prac-
tice, tectonically active areas often show significant scatter in
H-κ results and unclear reverberations in moveout curves
due to lateral heterogeneity. The results are therefore typi-
cally smoothed laterally before interpretation (e.g., Zhu
and Kanamori, 2000; Rumpfhuber et al., 2009; Eagar et al.,
2011), so inferring a local Moho step may be questionable
unless several stations on each side of the fault give consis-
tent results.

Our modeling shows that the accuracy with which deep
crustal structure and processes can be imaged depends to a
large degree on accurate knowledge of the upper crust. For-
tunately, the latter exists (or can be derived) at various loca-
tions of interest in California and other well-instrumented
areas. In places where high-resolution upper crustal veloci-
ties are not available, determination of upper to lower crustal
trade-offs with synthetic calculations of the type done in this
work can place error bounds on deep imaging results.

Data and Resources

Waveform data to determine azimuthal and slowness
coverage of teleseismic P receiver functions shown in the
inset in Figure 1 were obtained from the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology’s Data Management
Center. The VS30 model shown in Figure 1 was downloaded
from http://opensha.org/apps‑SiteData (Field et al., 2003;
last accessed November 2011).
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Figure 4. (a) Apparent increase in Moho depth when assuming
standard CCP stacking parameters (bulk crustal VP of 6:4 km=s and
VP=VS � 1:73) in the presence of a sedimentary layer with VP �
2:8 km=s (e.g., Fig. 3b) and VP=VS of 1.73 (red line) or 2.0 (blue
line, more realistic for sediments). Thicker layers with smaller VP
and VP=VS deviations from the values assumed in CCP stacking lead
to comparable Moho biases, as the travel time delay scales with
layer thickness and velocity bias. (b) Apparent increase in Moho
depth as a function of decreasing VP or increasing VP=VS on aver-
age in the crust.
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